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Welcome to the New Standard in  
Smoking Filtration by Scientific Inhalations

Over time you will find what your personal needs are 
with regard to how often to change your carbon and water. 
We suggest you change your Activated Virgin Coconut  
Carbon when you notice that the cresol/tar has covered the 
carbons (approximately 100 inhalations).  You will want to 
take your pic and scrape the crown of the carbon so as to 
loosen it up so the activated virgin coconut carbon comes 
out of the downstem.

We also suggest that you get into the habit of changing 
your water in the water pipe after approximately 20 inhalations  
(4 to 5 times in between down stem changes) as the  
filtration works so well that your water will continue  
to look clean even when there are impurities within.

As for washing your water pipe simply rinse it with  
rubbing alcohol and warm water or use a commercial  
cleaner found at your local smoke shop.

1. Pour cold water into bubbler until you reach the 
“water line”.

Instructions

2. Fill down stem with Activated Virgin Coconut 
Carbon leaving approximately 1/4” of airspace between 
the bottom of the joint frost and the Activated Virgin 
Coconut Carbon.

Enjoy! Your Health is Your Wealth!

3. Place down stem with Activated Virgin Coconut 
Carbon into female joint at the top of the bubbler 
making sure it is securely connected.

4. Place the glass bowl/slide into the female joint 
that is on the top of the down stem making sure it is 
securely connected.

8. Start off with very small inhalations and over time 
you will determine how much of a draw you can take.

6. Take your pic and push the Organic Cotton into  
the cottom chamber making sure that it is loose.  
(DO NOT PACK THE COTTON INTO THE CHAMBER.)

7. Place the mouth piece into the female joint on the 
top of the glass cotton chamber with Organic Cotton 
in place, making sure it is securely connected.

5. Take one Organic Cotton ball and unroll it, pulling 
off a small amount of the cotton ball. Spread apart this 
piece of the Organic Cotton so as to loosen it to help 
get a good draw.

Most Importantly –

SI’s kit comes with carbon/cotton bubbler, down stem, 
bowl, mouth piece, Activated Virgin Coconut Carbon, 
Organic Cotton and a pic.


